
Linked Chain Necklace Kit

Nadia Minkoff London – I Made It Kit

Contents:

 1m rose gold chain

 1m rhodium chain

 1m gold chain

 60 cm fine silver chain

 20 cm oval link gunmetal chain

 Jump rings in all above colours

 1 organic metal loop

 1 lobster clasp

 Small charm x 1

*Please have a look at our online video for more detailed 

instructions if you have not seen how to open and close jump rings.

Prepare the chain by cutting them into the following lengths:

4 x 18 cm lengths in gold

4 x 18 cm lengths in rose gold

4 x 18cm lengths in rhodium



Start by making two rhodium chain 

loops: 

1. Fold the 18cm chain length in half.

Connect the open ends with a jump 

ring. 

2. Before you close the jump ring, fold 

the chain in half again, and place the 

link of the folded chain through the 

jump ring and close securely, creating 

a loop.

Fold in half again

Join the 

ends to 

close the 

loop

3. Now take the second 18cm rhodium 

chain, fold in half, and feed it through the first 

finished loop.

Connect the open ends and folded end with 

one jump ring to create another loop. This

creates a new loop connected to the first 

loop you made.

• 2 rose gold linked loops

• Followed by 4 gold linked loops

• Followed by 2 rose gold linked loops

• Followed by 2 rhodium linked loops.

Continue with the same technique, connecting loops in a row to create the necklace in 

the following colour order:
rhodium x 2 gold x 4rose gold x 2

4. Before you close the last silver jump ring, 

attach one end of your fine silver chain on it, then 

close securely.

Now run your fine chain through your linked chain 

necklace, threading through the loops until you 

get to the other end of the necklace. 

Secure the fine chain on the 

main chain loops at either 

ends of the necklace, with a 

jump ring.



Notes:

Difficulty level – medium

Time to complete – 2 to 2.5 hours

For more tips on how to assemble your kit, or if you would like to ask a question, please 

have a look at our Facebook page: Nadia Minkoff London Workshops.

*Please note, there may be minor variations in the contents compared to the images. Our kits are made in the UK so if we 

run out of any beads or parts we will substitute them with something very similar and within the same colour and theme. 

There will always be enough to complete your creation.

When making your jewellery please be aware that there will be small parts that need to be carefully disposed of. Please 

be careful of this if you have small children nearby.

5. Now prepare your gunmetal oval chain to create a large single loop that opens and 
closes with a clasp, this will make the necklace look seamless.

9. Carefully attach your small charm to a 

jump ring and close.

On the left hand side attach a gunmetal 

ring to the last silver ring, slip the small 

charm onto it as well as the end of the oval 

chain (opposite side from your clasp), and 

close. 

You should end up with the 3 jump ring 

extender on this side

6. Cut 1.5cm off the end of the oval chain and then 

again another 1.5cm. 

Re-attach these two lengths to the chain with a 

gunmetal ring in between each short piece. This 

creates and extender chain that makes the 
necklace adjustable.

1.5cm chain

1.5cm chain

8. On the right hand side of the 

necklace attach a gunmetal 

jump ring to the silver jump ring 

at the end.

Slip the organic metal loop 

through it and close the jump 

ring.

To open and close the necklace, feed the 

oval link chain and clasp through the 

metal loop and back on itself, this makes 
one large, adjustable, single loop.

7. Carefully attach your 

lobster clasp with a small 

jump ring to the other end of 

the oval chain.

1.5cm chain


